Achieving breakthroughs in

RPA implementation
with cognitive workﬂow
automation

Introduction
Robotic process automation (RPA) is at the forefront
of driving enterprise digital transformation. Hailed
as the ‘fastest growing market in enterprise
software’, RPA market revenues are expected to
surpass USD 2.9 billion in 2020 itself. RPA
technology is based on Artificial Intelligence driven
bots or digital workers that digitize and automate

interface (GUI). Thereafter, by using this list, the RPA

repetitive, manual, and rules-based tasks. Even as

tool performs the automation by repeating those

RPA technology comes loaded with benefits,

tasks directly in the GUI. However, this procedure

implementing it at scale requires enterprises to

requires extensive manual effort and time to

invest time and effort.

document all the processes.

That’s because, to begin RPA implementation for

This paper discusses the auto creation of task flow

any process, it is important to first understand the

from the video by identifying the actions performed

manual process. This requires representing the

in the video and introduces Wipro HOLMES®

manual process in a keystroke document to enable

Mimictron solution on Intel Xeon Scalable for RPA

an RPA engineer to generate the workflow. The

capabilities. The goal is to accelerate and simplify

action list is developed by watching the user

RPA implementation for enterprises to drive

perform that task in the application’s graphical user

superior business outcomes.

Driving intelligent automation with Wipro HOLMES®
Wipro HOLMES®, Wipro’s Artificial Intelligence (AI)

growth at speed, scale, and agility. Wipro’s

and hyper-automation platform, connects

automation and AI portfolio extends beyond the

enterprise assets, data, analytics, and processes to

range of solutions that the HOLMES platform offers.

drive hyper-automation in enterprises and

It provides vendor-neutral advisory services and

successfully address challenges in the

pre-built solution assets on ecosystem partner

development, deployment, and usage of AI

marketplaces. This helps businesses successfully

solutions. The platform is powered by Machine

navigate their digital journey by identifying the right

Learning (ML), Vision-Based Computing, and

business problems, defining success criteria,

Natural Language Processing (NLP), and

evaluating the right technologies, and enabling

strengthened by years of cumulative experience of

smooth implementation, adoption, risk, change

Wipro HOLMES experts.

management, and governance (as illustrated in

Wipro HOLMES is the bridge between foundational

Figure 1).

®
®

AI algorithm builders and applied AI. The platform
handles your end-to-end needs from building,
publishing, metering, and governance to
monetization of heterogenous AI solutions. HOLMES
offerings have been successfully deployed across
diverse industry verticals and functions, driving the
3Es – Efficiency, Economics, and Experience.
The biggest challenges faced by customers in AI
and automation include lack of clarity on what the
technologies can do for them, how to get past the
adoption hurdles, and how to achieve non-linear
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Figure 1: Wipro HOLMES® Automation Studio capabilities

Mimictron: Accelerating Intelligent
Process Automation
Intelligent Process Automation (IPA) offers several
benefits such as cost savings, significant process

readability of a workflow
• RPA involves high volume, rule-based, and
repetitive tasks that require attended robots
• High levels of manual data entry errors

improvement, redeployment of resources to higher
value functions, improved productivity, quality,
customer service, and compliance. However, several
key challenges stand in the way of IPA success:
• Conducting process analysis to select the right
process for automation
• Breaking down processes into specific
workflows
• Creating a detailed keystroke document to
identify the exact steps that can be automated
• Picking the most appropriate activities that have
the biggest impact on the visual design and

Mimictron, our proprietary RPA tool underpinned by
Wipro HOLMES®, accelerates IPA deployment by:
1. Analyzing the process that needs to
be automated
2. Generating the workflows from the video and
automating the process

Powering AI-based activity detection in
video footage

input. Tracking of the mouse movements in the

Activities performed on the application can be

whether significant change in screen has been

either a ‘click’ or ‘typing’. To detect the activity and

made. The consecutive frames with significant

the label on which this activity is performed, it is

change are selected and the changes are identified.

very important to create a workflow. Using AI and

These are processed to pinpoint the object where a

computer vision, video frames are processed to

mouse pointer was positioned while the changes

detect the activities.

were made. This way it is possible to detect the

The screen recording in which the user is

objects and labels to generate the workflow.

sequence of frames of the video is done to detect

performing the task on GUI application is used as

Automating activity detection and
workflow creation

scraped from several websites are input into the

Mimictron begins activity detection with object

text anchor, image anchor, textbox, radio button,

detection. It simplifies and accelerates

and more on any video frame. Some of the major

state-of-the-art object detection by consolidating

components of the solution include:

model that is trained to identify UI elements like

algorithms and networks for detection. Images
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Figure 2: Use cases of deep-learning based video processing system

•

Faster RCNN Inception v2 model is trained to

•

GOTURN, Generic Object Tracking Using

identify UI elements like text anchor, image anchor,

Regression Networks for tracking mouse pointer in

textbox, radio button, and more on any screen

the demo video for automation captured by a user.

image. This object-detection algorithm uses image

This tracking allows us to pinpoint the region of

frames generated from video activity.

interest (ROI) and determine the areas where

•

actions are being performed on the screen.

Optical Character Recognition (OCR) is an

integral part of Mimictron. OCR enables conversion

•

of different types of image documents into editable

passed to Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) to map

and searchable data.

the input sequence to a vector of fixed

•

dimensionality, and then another deep LSTM to

Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) to

Finally, the list of activities and the label are

recreate/generate perceptually high-quality images

decode the target sequence from the vector, to

to enhance the accuracy of text detected by the

display the overall task.

OCR engine from video frames.

Boosting performance and speed using
Intel scalable processors

the ability to run optimized inference on the same
infrastructure is the biggest business value.

Today, Intel technologies power some of the most
®

promising AI use cases in business, society, and

The training performance of all these models on the

research. From medical discoveries to autonomous

Intel® Xeon® scalable processors along with

vehicle intelligence, from tiny device to massive

distributed computing has led to significant

cloud, Intel is turning the promise of a

performance boost ranging from 2-10x. Also,

transformative AI model into a global-scale reality.

inference time for models like Faster RCNN and

The biggest advantage with Intel is the

sequence-to-sequence LSTMs improved ten-fold.

®

®

democratized enabling of AI. Especially in scenarios
like RPA, where the datasets available to train the

Building architecture cognizance for an enterprise’s

models today are still growing, using an already

DL model runtime environment can make all the

widely used Intel Xeon Scalable based platform

difference to the performance. The lowest hanging

gives the best ROI or TCO advantage.

fruit, of course, is the use of Intel® optimized

Wipro HOLMES® collaborated with Intel® to

frameworks and libraries. Building in cognizance of

optimize the computer vision and GOTURN and

NUMA memory accesses, multi-threading, software

®

®

thread affinization to cores, etc. are the next level of

SRGAN based deep learning models used by
Mimictron for video activity detection. Intel Xeon

easy-to-build cognizance for both training and

Platinum 8168 processors help accelerate the

inference. In this case, we additionally used a

training time for the deep learning algorithms used

distributed training framework called Horovod

in this application. The algorithms leverage Intel’s

developer by Uber over MPI (any flavour optimized

optimized TensorFlow framework, which includes

for x86) for RPC to effectively scale our deep

the Intel Math Kernel Library for Deep Neural

learning model training across the powerful CPU

Networks (Intel MKL-DNN) and other software

cores thus reaping maximum performance benefit

optimizations by Intel . Distributed training allows

from the platform. Higher CPU utilization for

the training of data using multiple workers by

productive computation adds to the ROI and TCO

dividing the workload among separate cores.

benefit. The same can also be extended to

Accelerated fine-tuning of Intel’s models using

multi-node training.

®

®

®

®

transfer learning with limited customer data and

Driving breakthrough cognitive
automation

processors will perform even better. Together, Wipro

Through framework optimization and development

and Intel® are pushing the boundaries on

of software libraries and toolkits, Intel® has enabled

automation and digitalization, helping organizations

significant performance enhancements for deep

go beyond cost savings to streamline and improve

learning training and inference on Intel-based

their end-to-end customer journey.

platforms. Partnering with Intel , Wipro has
®

successfully implemented its AI framework
Mimictron Wipro HOLMES® on Intel® Xeon®
Platinum 8124M processors for on-premise
systems, leading to superior results in cognitive
automation for global clients. While Wipro was able
to achieve incredible performance testing on the
Intel® Xeon® Platinum 8124M processor, it is

assumed that 2nd Generation Intel® Xeon® Scalable
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